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CORRIGENDUM 1 TO REVISION 3 OF REGULATION No. 37

(Filament lamps)

Note: The text reproduced below was adopted by the Administrative Committee (AC.1) of the amended 1958 Agreement at its twenty-second session, following the recommendation by WP.29 at its one-hundred-and-twenty-eighth session. It is based on document TRANS/WP.29/2002/54, not amended (TRANS/WP.29/885, para. 129).
Annex 1,

Sheet P21/4W/1, the table, correct the cap designation "BAZ 15s" to read "BAZ 15d".

Sheet W3W/1, the table, correct the cap designation "W2.2x9.5d" to read "W2.1x9.5d".

Sheet S3/1, the drawing, correct the text "FILAMENT LAMPS FOR MOPEDS" to read "FILAMENT LAMP FOR MOPEDS".

Sheet H6W/1, footnote 3/, correct the words "no projections of soldering" to read "no projections or soldering".

Sheet H7/3, the table, for dimensions "h1" and "h2", column "Standard filament lamp", delete the references to footnote "7/".

Sheet P27W/1, the table, for "Rated values", "Watts", column "Standard filament lamp", correct the value "21" to read "27".

Sheet W21W/1, the table, for angle "β", column "Filament lamps of normal production", both for "min." and for "max." values, insert the reference to footnote "2/".

Sheet H10/2, the table, (French only).

Sheet P19W/2, the table, for angle "α", column "Filament lamps of normal production", for "max." value, delete the reference to footnote "1/".

Sheet P24W/2, the table, for angle "α", column "Filament lamps of normal production, for "max." value, delete the reference to footnote "1/".